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INSIGNIA BEING Commerce Club Is
PLANNED FOR Planning Initiation
At the last meeting of the Sigma
Pi, official club of the DeR. 0. LC. UNIT Tau
partment of Commerce, plans for
By Eastern Art Department;
Will Be Used On All Equipment After Acceptance
By War Department
HISTORY

IS

RELATED

Major Gallaher has announced
that the Art Department Is working on an Insignia to be used by
the Eastern Unit of the R. O. T. C.
After the insignia is finished and
approved by Major Gallaher and
his staff It will be sent to the War
Department at Washington for the
final declsiqn. When the War Department accepts the insignia it
will then be recorded and only an
Eastern unit will be allowed to use
it
The need for an Insignia is twofold: first, it is needed as a mark
of distinction for the field artillery
unit of Eastern; second, for use as
a decoration. The insignia will be
worn on the left shoulder of each
uniform and will be painted on the
doors of the trucks and cars, on
each gun, and small ones will be
placed on the field glasses, range
finders, and all other equipment belonging to the R. O. T. C.
In designing an Insignia, the designer strives to get Into the design
some mark that will help distinguish the users of that insignia
from all other.
It might be interesting to know
something about the development
bf the Insignia. The origin of the
insignia is lost in the mists of antiquity. It is believed that the
earliest historical record was the
award made by the Emperor of
China, in the first century of the
Christian era, to his military commanders.
During the Middle Ages various
orders of Knighthood were distinguished by insignia worn to denote
the order to which the individual
belonged, as well as the position bf
influence an honor attained. These
correspond more nearly to the modern insignia of rank and arm of
service than any other type of decoration.
Another type of insignia Is the
medals awarded for bravery and
distinguished service . . . The modern practice of the giving of Insignia for distinguished service was
begun in 1588 by Queen Elizabeth.
The medal known as the "Ark of
Flood" was given to the naval officers participating in the destruction of the Great Armada.
In
1650 the first authentic record exists of medals being given to officers and men alike. Gold medals
were given to the officers, silver
medals to the enlisted men.
The battle of Waterloo started
the custom of giving the same
medal to officer and men.
The first-medal bestowed.by the
United States government was one
in gold to General George Washington to commemorate the evacuation of Boston by the British in
March, 1776.
Several naval and military commanders were presented gold medals to commemorate battles In the
War of 1812.
In 1861 congress established the
Modal of Honor and it remained
the only American military decoration for nearly forty years.
In January, 1905, the War Department published an executive order establishing the principle of
recognizing service in wars and
campaigns by issuing distinctive
medals to all alike.
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Hughes Speaks to
P. E. Club Members
The Physical Education Club held
its regular monthly meeting Thursday evening, November 12, with
Paul Demoisey presiding. During
gie business session Professor C. T.
ughes discussed a paper which he
had prepared on "Mental Hygiene."
Plans were discussed for the boxtag show which was held Tuesday
night and also for the Intramural
basketball tourney which got under
way this week.
After the business meeting the
members retired to the gymnasium
where they engaged in social games
and leisure time activities with Miss
Hood In charge.

Mrs. Case Heads
Deans of Women
Mrs. Emma Y. Case, Dean of
Women at Eastern State Teachers
College, Richmond, was elected
Dresldent of the Kentucky Association of Deans of Women at the
business meeting of the deans held
Friday night, October 30, at the
Phoenix Hotel In Lexington.
For the past four years Mrs. Case
has been Dean of Women at Eastern, and before her appointment to
the office of dean at Eastern, she
was professor of elementary education at the Institution. In 1936
she received her A.B. degree from
Eastern, and secured her M.A degree from George Peabody College
for Teachers, Nashville, Term., In
1930.
.
.
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As Home Ec Association Met

100 HOME EC
EXPERTS HERE
FOR MEETING

initiation were discussed. An initiation committee composed of Ann
Margaretey, chairman, Vivian Ballatd, and Kelly Clore, was appointed by President Tommy Scott. This
committee will be in charge of the
initiation which will take place
December 1.
Invtatons were also voted to be
sent to Elizabeth Robertson, Flnchvllle; Ada Doughtry, Falmouth;
Jack Klien, Belivue; Paul Fife,
Richmond.
The regular meeting will be the
Initiation.

Kentucky Home Economics
Association at Annual Meet
Saturday At Eastern
Teachers College
DR. SCHNIEB IS HEARD

SING MESSIAH
HERE DEC. 17
Combined Choruses of EasOfficers of the Kentucky Home ]ton, Harrodsburg, president of stu- Miss Eleanor Ahem, Cincinnati,
tern and Berea Repeat*HanEconomics Association, which met Ident
clubs; Miss Cuba Mulllns, guest speaker; Miss Ruth Dix, head
del's Great Composition at
Eastern Teachers College last 1 Whltesburg club reporter; Miss of the home economics department

Saturday with more than one hun- I Blanche Gibson, University of
representatives from all sec- I Louisville, secretary of student clubs;
AT BEREA DECEMBER 16 dred
tions of the state present, are shown Miss Ann Dugan, Whltesburg, club
In the above photo. They are front ] advisor; back row, Mrs. Catherine
Handel's Messiah will be sung row left to right, Miss Naomi Orit- I Hanly Bradjey, Louisville, president;
again this year by the combined
choruses of Eastern and Berea ColWINNER
leges this year on Thursday, December 17, In Hiram Brock auditorium. Eastern's orchestra will furnish the accompaniment, the organ
probably being used sometime during the program.
The Messiah was first sung by Noted Baritone Enthusiastithe combined choruses of the two
cally Received in First of
colleges five years ago. The proMusical Series
gram was adjudged such a success
that It was repeated the following
year and every year since until it
PIANIST ALSO ARTIST
has become a sort of tradition.
Miss Mary Murphy, music instructor at Eastern, will sing the
More than five hundred music
soprano solos, and Mr. Herman
of Richmond and Eastern
Cockrltz of Cincinnati will sing the lovers
baritone parts. Mr. Cockritz, who were captivated last Wednesday
sang the role In the program last night by the vivid personality and
baritone voice of Frederic
year, has the leading role In the beautiful
"Marriage-of Tlgaro" to be pre- Baer, in Hiram Brock auditorium
sented in Cincinnati scon. He has where he opened the season's sealso sung in the operas presented ries of concerts sponsored by the
at the Cincinnati Zologlcal Garden. Cooperative Concert Association.
The Messiah will be sung In Thruout a varied and versatile
Berea Wednesday, December 16. program, Mr. Baer maintained an
Unfortunately, not all of the East- exceedingly high artistic level of
ern chorus will be able to go be- concert style. His delighted audicause of the limited accommoda- ence demanded the repetition of
tions of the Berea auditorium. Only four of his programmed numbers
those members of the chorus who and were also granted six delight- Heman Fulkerson, above, was given
the trip to Washington, D. C, by
have sung In it in previous years ful encores
will stag at Berea.
The Verdlaria from "The Masked virtue of being adjudged the best
Handel's Messiah has been de- Ball," the ever popular "Song of all-around C. M. T. C- man in the
clared by some critics as his love- the Flea," the exquisite "At Twi- Fifth Army Area.. Together with
liest composition. The Hallelujah light," and the gay "Standchen' by seven other men from the other
Chorus, especially. Is one of the Brahms were a few of the high- army districts in the United States,
composer's greatest triumphs.
lights in which was-#revealed the Fulkerson will visit the historical
brilliant technique, wide range, and and scenic places of interest in the
capltol of the nation.
individualistic dramatics of Mr.
Baer's superb baritone voice. However, it was the Beethoven number, "Die Ehre Gottes," which was
delivered in the characteristic oratorio style lor which the singer is
so famous. Flawless enunciation
"Father's Night" Observed by and command of a high range of
unsual beauty for a deep voice
'Training School Organiza- make
Frederic Baer preeminent in Two Eastern Graduates, Slaytion Tuesday
the ranks of American vocalists.
Besides providing a sympathetic ers and Amis, Aid in Dispianistic background for the vocal
tribution of Funds
CHENAULT
PRESDDES solos, Mr. Raymond Sachse proved
himself a polished pianist In his
YOUTHS AIDED
of modern piano solos with 23,000
"Father's Night" was featured at group
ease that comes from perfected
the meeting of the Parent-Teach- an
and a true understanders Association at the University technique
LOUISVILLE, Ky.—Richard R.
building auditorium, Eastern Teach- ing of interpretative finesse.
Brown, Washington, D. C, deputy
ers College, Tuesday night*
executive director in active charge
A Boy Scout court of honor
of the National Youth Administraopened the program, with Prof.
Meredith Cox presiding. Tendertion program, returned to Washingfoot awards were made to Tom
ton yesterday following a four-day
Baldwin, Billy Cox, James Floyd,
visit
to Kentucky, his first in conBourbon Canfield,' Charles McColnection with the NYA program.
lum, Bert Johnson, Eugene SpurPhotographs Have While In the state, Mr. Brown
lock, and George Lee Smith. Star "More
Scout awards were bestown upor Been Taken Than Were Made inspected projects, met with educaGlenn Million, Jennings Houncheli,
tors and conferred with state offiLast Year" is Report
and Jimmy Chenault.
cials of the NYA and other agenDouglas Chenault, who presried,
cies. He addressed a session at
Introduced Keen Johnson, who Work on the 1037 Milestone, an- the Eastern Kentucky Education
spoke briefly. Our children have nual publication of Eastern is new Association in Ashland Friday, and
more need of models than* critics,
spoke to educators attending the
he said as he discussed the respon- well under way, and Is progressing Third District Education Associasatisfactorily,
according
to
the
edisibility of parents in the education
tor. Reports from McGaughey's tion in Bowling Green Saturday.
of their children.
Studio,
Milestone- photo- Monday he attended a luncheon In
Major Charles Gallaher spoke in- graphers, official
say
that
more photographs his honor at the Brown hotel, Louterestingly of his experiences when have been taken to
date than had isville.
stationed with the American army been taken at the same
time last The necessity of developing and
in the Philippines. The Philippine year.
preserving the skills and abilities of
Islands have a population of 13
mflUons and have a combined coast Members of the staff urge the fac- the nation's youth was emphasized
line greater than that of the ulty and each student to cooperate by Mr. Brown In a talk given at
United States, he said. Customs of by having his picture taken, and the luncheon, which was attended
the people were discussed and the space reserved so the book can be by state NYA officials, educators,
variety of peoples was pointed out printed and the students receive it heads of other government agencies
and representatives of social agenwith the information that 47 dif- at an early date.
ferent dialects are spoken on the Approximately one hundred snap, cies. It is our hope that every dolshots have been taken by the snap- lar paid to youth will be earned,
islands.
Major Gallaher displayed an in- shot editor, Mr. Paul McGtanls, who and at the same time will go toteresting collection of handcraft reports that he has possibly twenty- ward making some needed local Improduced by the natives. A hcad- five more to take before completing provement, he stated.
axe, used by the head hunter tribe this snap shot section.
The National Youth Administrain decapitating victims was ex- Motion pictures will be the theme tion for Kentucky directly beneof the 1937 Milestone and the var- fits approximately 23,000 youth thru
hibited.
Professor Schnabl contributed ious divisions will be in accord with wages paid for part-time work.
stringed Instrument musical num- the features of a modern movie.
About 12,000 are being enabled to
bers. The banner for parent,at- The technicolor travelogue is "A continue their education In high
tendance was won by the fourth Trip Through Eastern's Campus"; schools and colleges, and the regrade of the Training School. At the main presentation is "The Sen- maining 11,000 are employed on
an informal reception following the ior Class"; previews of coming at- work projects, which are designed
progam a group of girls served tractions are three beautifully de- to provide occupational training
signed divisions, devoted to the jun- and to benefit the local community
sandwiches and coffee.
iors, sophomores and freshmen, re- as well.
O
spectively; The comedy is "HumorLITTLE THEATER CLUB
Thousands of other young people
Having completed the required logue" (snap shot section) feature
training in makeup, thirty-six girls presentation is the campus beauties; are served by NYA recreational and
and ten boys will next serve as ap- the sports feature is the athletic vocational guidance activities. The
prentices in stage craft and cos- section, which is being organized as NYA, in cooperation with the Naan outstanding division of the edi- tional Reemployment Service, is
tuming.
Mary Dorris. Jack McCord and tion containing fifteen pages and sponsoring a placement and counJames Neale Judged- the Anderson the many organizations and the selling service for youth in Louiscounty music and speech contests crabs of the campus are appearing vine-. Similar agencies, are planned
for other Kentucky communities.
as the selected short subjects.
held in Lawrenceburg.

BAER CONCERT
IS SUCCESS

P.-T. A. MEET
AT EASTERN

NYA^FFKIAL
VISITS STATE

ANNUAL WORK
PROGRESSING

at Eastern, president-elect; Miss
Irene Morgan, Louisville, secretary;
and Miss Jane Melton, home economics Instructor at Madison High
school, membership chairman.

SCHNIEB AT
BOARD MEET
Attends Executive
Board
• Meeting of Kentucky Academy of Science
HELD

AT

LEXINGTON

The Kentucky Home Economics
Association opened its annual meet,ng at Eastern Kentucky State
Teachers College Friday night with
a dinner in the recreation room on
the campus at which more than
one hundred members were present.
Mrs. Catherine Hanly Bradley,
president of the association, presided. Dr. H. L. Donovan, president
of Eastern, welcomed the guests to
the campus In a short talk after
which Miss Elenor Ahern, home
economics specialist Of Cincinnati
spoke oh "Home Hcmomics—Its
Future."
Saturday's session opened with a
breakfast served by the Eastern
Home Economics Club, followed by
a tour of the campus and a visit
to the Kentucky room in the college library. Both senior and junior divisions of the organization
held a short business session and
the entire group assembled at 10:30
a. m. to hear an address by Dr.
Anna Schnieb, member of the Eastern faculty, on "Home Life In Foreign Countries."
Opening- her talk, Dr. Schnieb
discussed some of the characteristics and customs prevailing among
the people of central Europe. "All
of these people have a great Interest in music and art, a love of
flowers, architecture, historic shrines
and memorials," she said. Switzerland, Germany, Austria, France,
Czechoslovakia, and Italy were some
of the countries discussed. In Germany and Austria the outstanding
characteristic of the people is
cleanliness, Dr. Schnieb said.
"These people have a wise use of
leisure, enjoy good books and read
a great many newspapers. Every
city and town has several dally
newspapers.
"In rural Germany the father is
the all-important member of the
family. Children and parents in
most European countries live on
more intimate terms than we are
accustomed to." Eating rich foods
Js one of the principal diversions
of the French. They like good
music, design their clothing, and
lack the push and snap that' exists in Germany.
"In Italy we meet all styles and
shapes''of spaghetti. The Italian
homes do not appear as clean as
those In the other countries, but
she people have a great interest in
music and architecture."
Dr. Schnieb told of her recent
visit to Alaska and displayed several types of clothing worn by the
native Alaskan. She also showed
carvings in ivory and a drum made
of walrus skin which is the instrument for native music.
Officers of the association are
Mrs. Bradley, president; Miss Ruth
Dix, head of the Eastern home economics department, vice-president;
Miss Irene Morgan, secretary; Miss
Dorothy Threlkeld, treasurer, and
Miss Ann Dugan, student club adviser.
O

Dr. Anna A. Schnieb of the Eastern faculty recently attended a
meeting of the executive board of
the Kentucky Academy of Science
held at the University of Kentucky.
Other members of the board Included Dr. Robert T. Hinton,
Georgetown College, president of
the Academy: L- Y. Lancaster,
Western Teachers College, vicepresident; A. R Mlddleton, U. of L.,
secretary; and Alfred Brauer, University of Kentucky, treasurer.
Dr. Schnieb Is especially Interested in that phase of the organisation's work dealing with the Kentucky Junior Academy of Science,
which is made up of science clubs
thruout various high schools in this
section of the state. The Junior
Academy has proven to be one of
the most effective means of creating in the potential high school
scientist an Interest in scientific investigation and study.
The organization's beginning Is
accredited to Dr. Schnieb, who
served as president of the Kentucky
Academy of Science in 1932. Wishing to establish some goal toward which to work, Dr. Schnieb
appointed a committee of four to
study the possibilities of establish•tag a Junior Academy of Science
among the high schools of the
state. The committee carried out
its charges and reported; it was
then made a permanent committee
upon the organization of the new
body In 1933.
The charter members of the newacademy numbered 46 in .1933.
Three years later, In 1936, there is
a total of 510 members representing
20 clubs in different high schools.
This academy, established largely
thru the efforts of Dr. Schnieb of
Eastern, continues to grow In interest as well as In size from year
to year.
Other members of the executive
Miss Mary Frances McKinney,
board besides Dr. Schnieb, 'who is professor of geography at Eastern
chairman, are: Prof. V. F. Payne, Teachers College, spoke at the colTransylvania; Prof. W. R. Sebastin, lege assembly Wednesday to the
Belivue High School; Emily Rogers student body and faculty on "AlasHess, Fort Thomas; and Forest ka," which she visited the past
Mercer, Anchorage.
summer.
Officers of the Junior Academy
Alaska, she said, is divided into
of Science are: Morris Garrett,
Eastern Model H. S., president; three parts, the main or contlnenFannie Drew, Speedwell, vice-presi- ta part, the islands along the coast,
dent; Perry Day, Bellevue, secre- and the .southeastern part which
tary; and Glenn Padgett, Somerset, the Canadians have tried to buy
treasurer.
Jjjj several times from the U. 8. It
was the southeastern part which
she visited.
One of the most interesting
things about the part of Alaska
she saw was the Indian lore, Miss
McKinney said. There are no Es"The American traveler, acting as kimos in the southeastern part, but
an unofficial representative of his many Indians, she stated, and in
country, plays a very Important part front of each Indian home is ft
in the molding of French opinion totem pole giving the history of
of America," said Miss Jane Camp- the family occupying the home.
bell, instructor In music at Eastern Canning, mining and some lumberTeachers College, In an address yes- ing are the main industries of that
terday at the college assembly hour section of Alaska, she stated.
O
on "Impressions of France."
Unfortunately, Americans do not
WOMEN HAVE THE MONEY
always realize this responsibility,
Seventy-five per cent of the prishe said, and their actions are sometimes misunderstood by the French, vate wealth of the United States,
for French etiqutte is more strict estimated at *210,000,000,000, is in
the hands of women to whom it
than ours.
"In spite of many differences, has been bequeathed by masculine
fundamentally French ideals are relatives who were financial wizmore like ours than are those of ards, according to Fortune Magaany other European country," she zine.
declared. "The cry of the French The 23 richest women in the narevolution, 'Liberty, Equality, and tion are widows of men who
Fraternity,' belongs to America as amassed fortunes. Smallest fortune
In the 23 is listed at $25,000,000.
well as to France."
Statistical data Indicates that
O
United States men have shorter
MASON ADDRESSES P. T. AMiss Francis Mason, Training life-expectancy that women, explaSchool librarian, spoke to the Som- nation being that "the strain of
erset P. T. A at Somerset Novem- maintaining a wife on the proper
ber 24 at 3:30 p. m. The subject of scale Is enough to make it tacitly
her discussion was "The Value of understood that she will outlive
him," says the article.
Good Books in the Home."

Miss McKinney is
Heard at Chapel

Miss Campbell is
Heard in Chapel

-
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Extra Curricular Activities

ployment are concerned, If he, tnru
patient, consistent, constructive laoor spends two or three years of
DIS life striving to reach the peak
in some - extra curricular aTtivity
only to find that no recognition Is
made of bis endaavors on his tran^ript? True, he will profit unto
Himself, but college students are
also Interested In their future bread
and butter.
A superintendent Is looking over
the records of various students to
choose one for a position in hlo
school. Besides wanting a student
*no can teach English and Social
.science, he Is Interested in securing
one who can coach the high scnool
uramatlc club and who can sponsor
the current events club. Does that
superintendent want a record of
ihe extra curricular activities of
Eastern students? Definitely yes.
He much prefers an English major
who has been a member of the
Little Theatre Club to one, who, In
addition to his English work, has
spent his leisure time at the corner
drug store. The superintendent
wants a record.
The administration has definitely
decided that It Is to the advantage
of the student to become affiliated
with some extra curricular activity.
Surely, if this be true, It' Is only
lair to the student that some recognition be given the iact that he
took an active part In he organizations' programs and was instrumental In determining Its policies,
in the classroom he has studied the
theory of government, the art of
dealing with his fellow man, the
cultural value of music and art,
and the finesse of writing. He was
graded on the quality and quantity of work*he did in theory; why
not recognize his ability to apply
the principles and theories he has
^earned to situations as he will
meet them in life?
O

This week the students received
their mid-semester grades, the object of which is to give the student
a statement of his standing in the
Institution. Some of them weit
lair; many of them were poor; a
few—a very few indeed—were up to
the standard which the instructors
Congratulations
would like to »ee maintained. But
Eastern's men of the gridiron
all of the grades had one thing In have just closed one of the most
common—they gave only the stand- successful football seasons In the
ing of the student In his curricular history of the school, winning seven
activities.
el nine games played.
Not one grade card gave the
That fact In itself is an accomstanding of the student in his extra plishment.
But they did more
curricular activities. Student John, than that. For years the Georgewe might say, made C's in all ol town Bengals, the Transylvania
lus studies. But let us look fur- Pioneers, and the Union College
ther Into John's activities. We find Eulldogs had held over the heads
that John is president of his county of the maroon-clad boys a sort of
club and takes a leading part In permanent jinx. But that Is histransacting Its business and plan- tory.
ning Its program. In addition, John
Even the Hultoppers, rated as the
sings In the glee club, practicing strongest small college team In the
for an hour and a half twb nights state, had their hands full when
In the week besides the time out they met Eastern on Stateland
for extra practice sessions and the Field November 14. A touchdown
half dozen trips the club will make early In the game and a strong,
during the year. And, incidentally, cautious defensive line was all that
he slips In fifteen hours of work saved their record.
for the college during the week.
The Progress, and student body
Student Mary, who has a fair congratulate the coaches and memrecord in the registrar's cards, bers of the team on such a successworks In the office of one of the ful season and look confidently forcollege faculty members for twelve ward to the successes of the Mahours a week. Two nights out of roon teams of the future.
the seven In the week she attends
O
meeting of her club and takes an
active part in its program, often
delivering a short address on some
topic. And, desiring to leave some
permanent record of her college caLast week It was though that a
reer, Mary works a little on the group
of young men would bring a
side for her college publications, national fraternity to the campus.
least one fellow believed that the
doing creditable work In all of her At
Covington home on Lancaster Aveactivities.
nue would be purchased for the
1
And when Mary and John report chapter house. A group was , all set
to have him go In and talk it over
at the registrar's window, either at with Dr. Donovan but some one
mid-term or at the end of the se- who could not see the rich humor
in It tipped him off and the Joke
mester, to receive a criticism of was on the other party. If any one
their work, they find that no rec- Is anxious to know the name of this
proposed organization write to the
ognition Is made of their extra la- Progress and we will gladly let you
bors. Although they have gained know. It Is closely related to the
greek letter fraternity I TAPPA
experience in these activities, which KEG.
may mean more to them than the
A few days before the election a
Instruction received in the class- small boy was seen on Main street
room, or which may even change trying to sell some very young kit-,
tens to passers-by. He accosted a
the course of their lives—as will distinguished Republican, recomdoubtless be true In a small per- mending them as good Republican
kittens.
centage of cases—nothing Is reA few days after the election a
corded which would lead one In- distinguished Democrat, who had
witnessed the previous episode, was
specting their record to conclude asked by the same boy to buy the
that they lived broader and more same kittens. But this time the
lad announced that they were
fuller lives than Is that shown on strong Democratic kittens.
"Didn't you say last week, that
the report before them.
that they were Republican kittens?"
It is our firm conviction that demanded the Democrat.
"Yes sir," said the boy, "but
this system Is unfair. It Is fair as
they've had their eyes opened since
far as it goes but It doesn't go far then."
enough. What does It profit a stuThe month before Christmas—
dent, as far as his chances of em- when boys usually desert their best
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I can't." Why doesn't some gkl take
OVERTON KING off his Roe WOlf
act? Have the gosslpers noticed
JOE HEDGES and JEAN-YOUNG?
What would MELVA say?
By the look In JIMMY CALDW ELL'S eye you would think that
NAOMI HOWARD was the apple
m his eye; well, maybe she Is. What
do we see sitting together in the
libiary so much? Just ED JACKSON and little MISS HOUNCHELL
EOB MAVITY Insists that he will
win MARTHA GGAY if it takes
him until he gets that job at the
Most people think that matches new highschool in the home town.
are made In heaven, but It has been WILSON GABBARD Is going with
mathematically proven that most a CREECH from Sullivan Hall
MARY LILLIAN SMITH seems to
matches are made in Sweden.
have WOODROW HINKLE'S numMoral: Fear a bull front ways, ber again this year. JACK (Beau
a mule back ways', and a woman Brummel) CUMMINS is certainly
glad that the football season is over
always.
so he can make that trip to CinO
cinnati. Why does J. D. TALBOT
act so interested in JERRY ALLEN?
He isn't afraid of another, is he?
JOE SHEARER was seen recently
with the cafeteria assistant (MISS
BLACK Is her name), and Is that
news?
By IMA SNEAK
LOST: HEMAN FULKERSON'S
After being caught peering into little black bag, said to contain one
two dozen or more key-holes and pair of loud pajamas and a tooth
promising not to do it again (get brush.
Why does MARY NEAL LEDcaught, I mean), we are ready to
give you a few of the choice bits FORD call JOHN ELDER "Honeyof Information of the social life Pouch"?
What would MARSHAL NEY say
at the dear old Friendy College.
It seems appropriate that If any- about LEROY DAVIS' devotion to
thing is known about the faculty MARGARET HUBBARD? BOB
that it should be told first. TOMMY RUBY and BABE HARRISON have
STONE was seen with MISS BOYD eyes only for each other at present.
the other night. SAM BECKLEY GEORGE MARTIN and KITTY
escorted MARY LOUISE WEAVER HALCOMB seem to have numerous
to the L. T.'C. dance. DICK RICH- executive problems to discuss. R D.
ARDS and MARY MURPHY are LACEY and WILLIE TURPIN are
happy only when in each other's
still seen together.
IMA SNEAK has been asked just company. KATIE BAGGS and
when COACH RANKTN would takev HOWARD PARKER seem to have
over the management of the local \a lot of library work to do. Can It
theatres. That's what we would like be that JAKE GREENWELL has
transferred from VIVIAN BALto know. Tskl Tskl
It seems that part of the Fresh- LARD to PRISCTLLA MERENman football team is still a wee bit BLOOM? Why can't JANE DURchildish. We noticed that they en- RETT be content with BILL HAJoy using the slide on the Training GOOD instead of trying to "rope"
in all the other eligible boys. GENE
School playground.
Did RUDOLPH CRAIG write that WELLS and ED McOONNELL are
letter from MILDRED COLEY, or getting along splendidly. RUSS
did She Wrie It? CLARENCE GIL- CHILDS and JULIA WILLIAMS
BERT seems to enjoy her company, are seen strolling along the camtoo. We never see JOHNNY ROB- pus walks quite frequently.
JAY BRINTON was puazled the
INSON without seeing MARY LOIS
CLARK. What makes HAROLD week end of the Union - Eastern
BARLOW run all the way from the game. You'd be, too, if you had
campus to the Summit every Thurs- MARGARET STEELE ZARTNG and
day? Can It be the air mall letter EDNA DUNN on your hands at the
same time.
from California?
Several girls were made very unNAOMI ORITTON says she does
happy
last week end because the
not care about ED CONGLETON,
but we notice when he falls to call football team went to Barbourvllle.
We have what it takes and It
at a certain time she gets the jitters ALLEN McMANUS can't de- ' takes you. Eastern Taxi, phone 400.
cide whether It's MILDRED HOE 5 for 25c on town calls- To and
or ETHYL SALYER; however, the from trains, 25c each.
O
girls are still good friends. What's
this about ARNETT and CORThe Literateur
NETT? CORNETT refusing to go
By CANTERBURY CLUB
to the show—and as well as she
A motion picture which appeared
likes to go to shows. What about
CECIL PURDOM sending his pic- at one of the local theatres within
ture to CORNELIA JOHNS? She the last few weeks has ben the subplaced it on the bed so she could ject of a rather spirited discussion
see It first* thing when she awoke, among historically minded people at
thus starting the day off right. Eastern. This production, entitled
They may have razzed LONA TUR- •The Gorgeous Hussy," no doubt
NER about JOE GILLEY but she drew most heavily on the moving
finally made him understand that picture patronage of Burnam and
when she said no she meant no Sullivan Halls, for the obvious reamore dates. MR GILLY doesn't son that Robert Taylor—the newest
thing in matinee idols—appeared In
boast now (anyways, not much).
AVONIA CROSTHWArTE says the cast. However, the more ImporDOC WILLIAMS is only a dancer, tant roles were played by Joan
and It takes a football hero to get Crawford and Lionel Barrymore.
The adverse criticism which this
along with the beautiful girls (not
that she is a beautiful girl) so BUD picture has evoked has not been due
LIMB Is the next victim. Maybe so much to Inaccuracy In historical
BUD had to find new pastures incident as to the alleged Inaccuafter he "blacked VIC YATES' eye racy In character- porrayal- To be
sure, it Is generally recognized that
with a snow ball.
It seems that EVELYN PETERS most productions of historical Imwanted a date with a certain boy portance, to be filmed effectively,
so she told him that she had two must not be hopelessly constrained
tickets to the show that Jilght; she within the narrow limits of historgot the date, but to keep the boy ical fact. So long as the spirit of
from finding out the trick that she the written record Is preserved, cerused she sent a girl friend ahead tain trivial contradictions are adtc purchase the tickets. What will mittedly desirable. But when It
LOUISE TEATER do now that comes to portraying personalities
HARTFORD VAUGHT has left and characters of history, there Is
school? Who was It that told the a certain responsibility, which we
night watchman: "You catch her; cannot conscientiously ignore, to

girl—and our boys and girls are
getting along fine. To -show, this
a conversation overheard in Burnam Hall Is all that is needed. He:.
"It wouldn't be much trouble for us
to marry. My father Is a minister,
you know". She: "We'll let's have
a try at it, anyway; my dad's a
lawyer."
A few minutes later someone
overheard this; He: "Darling say
the words that will make me happy
for the rest of my life". She: "All
right—stay single."
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Interwoven presents an entirly new
and different self-supporting Sock.

A

regular length Sock that stays up with'
out binding. They're so comfortable
you do not know you have them on.
The self-supporting "Rib" is not
affected by repeated laundering, nor
does it lose its shape or its elasticity.
You'll find "They're the Tops" in
Socks.
"'-mm
We have them in fancy patterns and
solid colors.

2 Pairs for $1.00

Rice & Arnold Co,
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give that character every possible
opportunity of an accurate Interpretation. No casual or superficial
knowledge in this case will suffice.
For a personality to be drawn from
the pages of history and represented accurately, no amount of labor
Is too great.
.
In the picture, which has been
mentioned, the central theme Is the
familiar episode of the pretty Peggy
©'Neale Eaton In American state
affairs. The unique case of the pretty daughter of a Washington innkeeper is handled most satisfactorily. History tells us that Peggy was
pretty; that Peggy was attractive;
that Peggy was Intellectual and
witty. And all these qualities were
certainly borne out by Joan Crawford's brilliant portrayal of Mrs.
Eaton.
Too, the predicament which this
combination of those talents In the
person of Mrs. Eaton precipitated
In American governmental affairs
was well re-enacted.
The historical controversy, however, has arisen over the representation of Mrs. Jackson, who was,
before her first marriage to Captain Robards, a Miss Rachel Donelson. Her father, Col. John Donelson, a man of wealth and prominence, had, as an emigrant from
Virginia, been one of the founders
of Nashville, Tennessee.
In the biographical sketch of
Jackson given In "The Addresses
and Messages of the Presidents of
the United States," compiled by
Edwin Wllliams,Mrs. Jackson Is described as "celebrated" for her
"beauty, affability, and other attractions-" If this be true, those who
saw the picture have much reason
for amazement. For as represented
In "The Gorgeous Hussy" Mrs.
Jackson was anything but beautiful,
and whatever "other attractions"
she possessed—besides her penchant
for pipe-smoking—were, to say the
least, neglected.
Consequently there has been no
small amount of criticism arising
from Jacksonlan admirers, as well
as students of history, concerning

the representation of Rachel Jackson as crude and uncultured.
On the other hand it Is argued
by some that Mrs. Jackson, being
brought up, as she had been. In virtual exclusion from civilization, on
what was then the frontier of
American, life, was as unlettered
and unrefined as depicted on the
screen.
Both* views are to some extent
reconciled by Thomas P. Abemathy's paragraph on Mrs. Jackson In
the "Dictionary of American Biography." Mr. Abernathy, while recognizing the superior social position
to which her birth entitled her, at
the same time points out the limitations of her culture. Says Mr.
Abernathy:
"Jackson had married Into a family far superior to his socially, and
he reaped no small benefit from
this tie. Though of good birth, Rachel had been reared In the wilderness and consequently was almost
Illiterate and without training in
the niceties of social usage."
So, may we dismiss the controversy with the suggestion that the
screen portrayal of Mrs Jackson
was, no doubt, exaggerated In order
to conform to the cinema version
of the Peggy Eaton story. Neither
to be doubted Is the fact that there
are legitimate historical grounds for
the representation of Mrs. Jackson
as Inelegant.

EAT AT THE

MADISON
RESTAURANT
"If You Don't Eat, We Both
Starve."
Madison Theatre Bldg.

SOS
FOR SOUR STOMACHS

BISMAREX
SOc
Perry's Drug Store
The BEXALL Store
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Monday, November 30, 1936

Society
L. T. C. DANCE
The Little Theatre Club dance,
held at the gymnasium building
Saturday evening, was attended by
about 200 students and their friends
The arrangements were In charge
of Mr. Norbert Rechtln, president
of the club, and Miss Margaret
Willoughby. The room was decorated with corn shocks, pumpkins,
and autumn leaves. Music was furnished by Gordon Nash's orchestra.
The chaperons Included Miss Buchanan, Dr. and Mrs. H. L. Donovan and guest, Mr. E. L. Donovan,
of Maysville, Dr. and Mrs. Charles
A. Keith, Mrs. Emma Y. Case, Mrs.
Mary E. Barnhill and Miss Mary
Floyd.
• • •
BRIDGE PABTY
Mrs. Julian Tyng entertained at
bridge Saturday evening in honor
of her daughter, Miss Dorothy
Tyng, who was home from Louisville over the week end and had as
her guest Miss Mary Corwln, of
New York City. Chrysanthemums
were used for decoration
Miss Nancy Covlngton won' prize
for top score and Miss Corwln was
presented the guest prize.
Invltatons included Miss Corwln,
Miss Tyng, Misses Esther Bennett,
Ida Oreenleaf, Roberta Henry, Field
and Keen Shackelford, Elizabeth
Collins, Mary Louise and Nancy
Covlngton, Margaret ODonnell, Josephine Cosby, Louise Rutledge,
Nancy Evans, Florence Burnam,
Mesdames Hart Perry, Luclen Adams, Lowary Fawkes, Andrew lloss,
and Thompson Burnam, Jr.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Donovan and
two daughters, of Mason county,
spent the week end with his brother, Dr. H. L. Donovan, and Mrs.
Donovan. Dr. Donovan's mother,
Mrs. A. J. Donovan, who had been
with him for a visit, returned home
With them.
Capt. W. w. Ford was a guest at
the supper party at Grimes Mill,
following the meeting of the Iroquois Hunt Club Saturday, Nov. 14.
Mr. Hershel Roberts, of Plnevllle,
was a guest on Eastern's campus
November 14.
Misses Mary Lois Clark and Mildred Abrams spent Monday night
in Lexington, the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. James E Black.
Dr. L. G. Kennamer, Dr. Keith
and Theodore Keith attended the
Eastern-Union game last Saturday
in Barbourvllle.
Miss Marie L. Roberts, house
mother of Sullivan Hall, was ad-

mitted to the Pattle A. Clay Infirmary for medical treatment.
Miss Ruby Rush, of Model High,
was called to her home in Shepherdsville Wednesday of last week
by the serious illness of her mother.
Miss May Hansen has been visiting the county schools near Maysville. #
Miss Lenarue Cawood, member of
the senior class of 1936 who had a
leading part In the little Theatre
Club's "Taming of the Shrew," will
be a member of the cast of "Twelfth
Night," which will open December
7 for a week's run at the University
of Kentucky's theatreVictoria Yates, Ruth Brock, Eu
gene Todd and Louis Hlgnite were
in Barbourvllle for the EasternUnion football game.
Miss Agnes Smith and Miss Fannie Freeman spent the week end at
their homes in Ravenna.
Woodrow Hlnkle and Paul Demoisey were in London Saturday.
Misses Norma McCollum, Hose E.
Moody, Rose Flanagan and Edith
McKlnney are giving a Thanksgiving formal at the home of Miss
Joyce Cotton Friday, Nov. 27.
Miss Iris Cotton entertained very
Informally last Thursday at her
home on Lancaster road for her visitors, Miss Edwina Langdon and
Mr. Gordon Langdon, of San Diego,
Calif.
Miss Lucille Derrick, Miss Lois
Colley, Mrs- Florence Colley, Joe
Gilly and Sam Beckley were in
South Bend to attend the Northwestern-Notre Dame game.
Miss Shirley Curtis and Miss Vera
Merz were in Newport over the
week end.
Miss Pearl Stephenson and Miss
Allie Flecher attended the EasternUnion game SaturdayMisses Willie Turpin and Lillian
Keltner went to Somerset for the
week end.
Miss Anna Kelly and Miss Margaretta Kelly spent the week end
with their parents at Wallins
Creek.
Miss Alleen Ohler and Miss Dorothy Payne were at their homes in
Corbin for the week end.
Miss Edith Hensley was a visitor
on the campus last week end.
Miss Virginia Dotson spent last
week end with her parents in Williamson, W. Va.
Raymond Stivers, Fred Vande,mark and John Ellison attended the
Eastern-Union game.
Miss Ivory Day went to Paris last
week end with Miss Emma Ballenges.
O
Alfred Lord Tennyson wrote his
famous poem, "The Charge of the
Light Brigrade," In a few minutes,
on December 2, 1854.

NO ONE BUT YOU WILL KNOW
THAT THEY COST
ONLY

49c 69c
98c
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Schools in Balkans Are*
Shorter; Prepare for War"

Tom, Native of Macedonia, Compares Schools Of Native
Country With Those of the United States;
Says They Prepare for War
By MORRIS CREECH
"There are no football or basketball teams In the schools In my
country," said Tom pointing his
scissors at me for emphasis, "but
we have a fifteen minute recess for
every hour of school work." This
fact shows only one of the many
differences between the school system of the Balkan area of Europe
and that' of our own United states.
I gathered many unusual facts
such as the above as I sat In. Tom's
barber shop at 705 East Main street
and questioned him concerning his
native land.
Tom Penoff4f you prefer his-full
name, is a native of Macedonia, a
small country of south central Europe which, at the close of the
World War, was divided among the
countries of Greece, Bulgaria, and
Yugoslavia.
"In my country," he said, "we
have only four grades in our elementary school and three years of
high, school, but we study ten or
twelve subjects each year. The first
four grades compare with the corresponding grades here in the United States. Children are taught the
alphabet, reading, a little arithmetic and geography, and the Bible."
But high school—and possibly
college—students In that country
are justified in complaining about
the assignments if such be the privilege of any group of students. For
Instance, Tom says that his schedule .in the first year of high school
included arithmetic, reading, geometry, history, geography, Bible,
English, Turkish, French, physical
training, music, and zoology.
The second year of high school,
the student's sixth year of educational training, the zoology Is
changed to botany and In his third
and last year, geology, physics,
chemistry, and a study of the
Church are added to the curriculum.
"And what about your teachers,
Tom?" '
"Most of the teachers in my country are men. Women think their
place is in the home and they do
not attempt to get jobs. But every
school teacher must have a college
education. They receive about $25
per month salary, which has about
the same purchasing power as $80
here in the United States. When
the students finish school in their
home town, they go away to some
large city where there is a college
or university."
Tom had completed his high
school work In his home town of
Goumandge, Macedonia, a city
about the size of Richmond, and at
the age of thirteen was preparing
to go to Salonica on the Agean Sea,
to enter college, when the Balkan
Wars began. Tom was forced to
abandon the Idea of securing additional education and Immediately
sailed for America, coming to
Springfield, Ohio. He worked on
the railroad for a while, then in
twine and paper mills before entering the barber business in Cincinnati.
Knowing that he had returned to
his native land in 1932, I inquired
if there was any radical change In
the educational system of the country since he had left a score of
years before.
"Yes, said Tom, "military training is given to all children for one
hour each morning in the schools.
That is the greatest change."
"Then you think there will be
war in Europe scon?''
"Within a year or two," he said.

Madison Theatre

THEY'RE not imported, but you'd think
they were! They feel like more expensive mufflers, they look like them... they'll
even wear as long. That's why no one
would" ever guess that they're priced right.
Choice of many patterns. See them today at

"No one is satisfied with conditions
as they are. Too many of the Balkan people are ruled by their enemies. For instance, ten million Austrians are under the rule of Jugoslavia In Bulgaria (which was formerly Macedonia) school children
are forced to learn the Greek language In school while they speak
Bulgarian in their homes."
"xoid by officials at the close of
the war tnat the boundaries set
up by tne treaty were oniy vempomi-y, thousands of natives lelt tneir
countnes lor a tune. Today tney
cannot return. Everyone is aissausiled."

"Can you cite any incident to
prove sucn conditions?"
"Lost year," saia iom, "a cousin
of mine ana anotner Bulgarian were
Kiiieu oy ureea soiaiers wnen tney
crossed tne border witn arms. Tne
young man wno killed tne King oi
iudw.iiv.tt laso year uved wiunn
twenty-live miles of my home. His
aeea was proDamy planned by the
Austrian across tne boraer because
oi tueir aisstttisiucuon witn tne
present boundaries."
"Ten or luteen thousand Bulgarians are now secretly armed and
ready to sieze an opportunity to
throw off Greek rule. Austria ana
Hungary, eager to regain tnelr loot
teniirory, arc reauy to join ue.inaiiy
and Italy yhen they decide to commne for war."
Having become interested himself
in tne questions, Tom hurried to a
case and returned with a map to aid
in explaining the signlfloence of the
recent German move to take over
control of her rivers. "By taking
control of this one," he pointed out,
"she Is cutting off CzechoslavaKla
from the sea. And this one cuts otf
Switzerland's trade route. That Is
another step toward war."
"If war comes to Europe, do you
think tney win be able to draw us
in?"
"They will try but I don't think
they will succeed.
They haven't
paid us for the last one yet," answered Tom, whose good business
ability is manifest In his businesslike manner.
But Tom was whetting his razor
only a few feet from the Inquisitive
reporter, so said reporter folded his
paper like a nice fellow, and, thanking Tom for the information, silently
stole away.
O

THIS & THAT

lews, chief librarian of the Boy
Scouts of America; BOOK Week was
started In 1919 under the name of
Children's Book Week, but the word
children has recently been dropped
lr. obeisance to the 'teen age group,
who are very conscious of being
children no longer. "Books to Grow
On" was the theme for Book Week
this year. Posted on the bulletin
boafa in the library are a number
of book lists, among which are Will
Durant's "One Hundred Best Books"
and "One Hundred Books" chosen
by prominent Americans. It is quite
interesting to note what books appear on these lists, even if one does
not have time to read any of them.
Some of the students who were
here for the TRC, week before last,
were quite surprised to find that
Eastern students have the privilege
of going into the stacks and using
the books. This privilege, we know,
Is not granted to students at all
colleges. Which would you rather
have, the privilege of using the
stacks, which necessitates checking
of books at the desks as a person
leaves the room, or the old system
of giving a slip to the person at
the desk and having your book
brought to you? The checking of
books at the desks seems to irritate
some persons, but this is quite necassry, not that the student's hon*
esty is doubted, but since stack
privileges were granted, 43 books
listed on reading lists have been
lost, and 33 reserve books have been
lost.
Have you seen the poster on the
first magazine rack in the reference
room? This poster has a list of the
outstanding magazine articles for
the month. Some of the articles for
the month of October were: "The
international Monetary Situation,"
by Alvin H. Hansen, in The Yale
Review; "Constitutional Overtones
in 1936," by Thomas Reed Powell,
also In The Yale Review, and "All
Children Should Pass," by Samuel
Tenebaum, in Survey Graphic. Now
that the mid-term exams are.Just
over the last should be quite interesting to a great number of students.

According to a Princeton chemistry professor, the blue of the eyes
of the new born Infant is due to
the colloid state as is the sky and
skim milk. Several men on our own
campus (for reasons relating to our
own health we won't mention their
names) have also made studies of
baby blue eyes, but If the results of
their studies have ever helped science no one has ever heard about it.
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Millinery Sale!
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

*/3 Reduction
ON ALL HATS
Including Suedes, Felts, Velours.

The Fashion Nook
North Second Street

By VERNON DAVIS
Again we bring you the latest
one from Dr. Cuff. In a recent
psychology test he asked the following question: "How do we gov
about securing data?"
Some brilliann individual promptly wrote the following answer:
"In securing data we use children,
adults and rats. To use the latter
is more humane."
We wonder if by any chance he
was thinking of the required psychological examination when he
wrote It.

Dean: "So you're back in school.
Richmond, Ky.
I thought I expelled you last week."
Friday, Nov. 27th.—"THE ACUpstart: "You did, but don't do
CUSING FINGER" with Marsha, it again because my dad was plenty
Hunt, Robert Cummlngs, Paul Kel- sore."
ly, Kent Taylor.
The great silence that we now
Open 10 A. M., Saturday, Nov. 28th hear all over the campus is prob—"HOPALONG CASSIDY RE- ably the freshmen celebrating midTURNS" with William Boyd, George term grades.
Hayes, Gail Sheridan.
His wife determined to cure him
Sunday, Nov. 29th. — Eleanor
his evil ways, with the aid of a
Whitney, Tom Brown In "ROSE of
sheet and an electric torch, transBOWL".
formed herself into a fair resemblance of a ghost, he then went
Monday, Nov. 30th.—The Jones
and shook the inebriated one.
Family In "BACK TO NATURE" in "Whash
that," murmured the
with Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane, toper.
Dixie Dunbar.
"This is the devil," came the
answer
in sepulchral tones.
Tuesday, Dec. 31st.—Joan Bennett,
"Shake hands, old horsh, I marJoel McCrea In "TWO IN A ried
your sister."
CROWD" with Henry Armetta, Allson Skipworth, Nat Pendleton. '
Maybe Yon Didn't See—
Otwell Rankin trudging slowly
Wednesday, Dec. tod. — Robert
Taylor in "THERE'S ALWAYS across the campus with a laundry
TOMORROW" with Frank Morgan, bag . . . Jerry Bressler's car trying
to follow the crowd into Begley's
Bennle Barnes.
drug store . . . Mildred Abrams tryThursday, Dec. 3rd.—Edward Ar- ing to muster up courage to answer
nold In "MEET NERO WOLFE" a summons to the Dean's office
. . . John (Kewple) Killen wanwith Lionel Stander, Joan Perry.
dering Into the book store . . .
Nancy Covlngton hurrying along to
class . . . Raymond Stivers keeping
with his feet while singing In
Saturday, Nov. 28 and Sunday, time
Nov. 29th—Katharine Hepburn and the Glee club program . . . Martha
Herbert Marshall In "A WOMAN Gray on her way to town . . .
Katie Baggs rushing over to Ad
REBELS".
building to secure Information about
a radio broadcast . . . Sudden
thought—Allen Mc.Manls can make
more noise than a whole flock of
guineas.
O

Eastern Students
' Always Welcome
Stockton's Drug Store
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LEHMAN BROS.
Have the Perfect

frClr"T/ rlGR?

Exquisite detail?
in fine leathers
and smart fabrics.

98c

Beautiful, rlngles8
sheer chiffons In
all colors. In a
special gift box.

Black satin bridge
slippers with
decorative buckle
and grosgrain bow

98c

Ik

Fine kid gloves!
with the popular o a r d e d
edges.

$1.98
By AGNES EDMONDS
Last week marked the eighteenth
observance of Book Week. The suggestion of a national movement to
arouse interest in children's reading
came first from Franklin K. Math*•■
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9 COURT VETS
REPORT FOR
NET SEASON
Stars of Last Year Will Meet
Competition for Berths from
Newcomers; 18 Report
OPEN

SEASON

DEC

5

Eighteen hardwood aspirants reported to Coach* Rankln's call for
vafslty basketball cand dates Monday night. Most of these men had
been practicing some previously, bat
this was the first scheduled practice since the close of the football
season. After a skull session, the
boys were drilled In the fundamentals of passing, footwork, and bal.
handling.
Among the number who reported
are nine members of .last year'f
state, runner-up squad. Woody Hinkle, all-KIAC forward and captain
of the Maroons last year, is going
great again this year. Tommy Scott
who held down the other forward
position and received honorable
mention on the all-KIAC quintet,
also appears to be in shape for another good year. Paul DeMoisey,
regular guard and floor man par
excellent, is back again with all his
old pep, vim, and cackle.
Ots Rankin, guard, is again ready
to seek a regular berth as is Roy
(Big All) King, who playing some
at both guard and center last year,
was never at top form but is expected to come through this year
In fine style as a player of his
proven calibre seldom has two successive poor seasons. Heman Fulkerson, fresh off the gridiron, will
again be seeking the pivot post. Joe
Jenkins, Bud Limb and Lyle Neiklrk all saw action in the '35-'36
basketball campaign and are to be
reckoned with when the team will
take the floor against the Alumni
December 5 for the Initial contest
of the season.
Pour members of last yearVfrosh
squad are out to secure varsity
berths. Les Voshell, leading scorer
and perhaps the outstanding pros
pect of the yearling material, has
been demonstrating great form and
has an excellent opportunity to
break Into the starting lineup. Chub

VULCAN IRVINE
LADIES' & MEN'S TAILOR
Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing
Made In Richmond
215 Main St.
Phone 898

"a loaf of bread,
a ju& of wine and—"

CLOTHES
From Stanifer's
Omar Khayyam knew his own
day, but the young man of these
modern United States want more
than just food and drink. That's
why we've searched the markets
to bring you these smart styles
in suits.

*1950
OTHERS $18 TO $32.50

Davis, Walter Hill, and Carl Yeager
have shown their metal in varsity
football and will be seeking to do
equally well as netmenThe, other candidates are four
junior college men and Harold Barlow, who is making his first bid for
a position on the Eastern five. Bob
Hatton, the blg'Hoosier, who-was
the Hatton part of the Lund-Hatton pass combination, is one or the
best prospects for the center position. Bill Byra and Karl Maxwell,
from the states of Ohio and Utah,
respectively, also were football men
and are reported to be good basketball material. Ray Frith, big six
foot, two inch boy from Cumberland College, rounds out the most
promising squad ever to wear the
Maroon and White.
There will be at least three good
men fighting for every position and
this means that there will be a
group of hustlers In the game all
the time, or else they won't be In
there—for a slacker doesn't fit In
Coach Rankln's picture of athletics, especially when there is' plenty
of good material on the bench.
After the game with the Alumni,
the Maroons will play Transylvania
and Wesleyan before the Christmas
vacation. Both of these games will
be played here. The first game after
the holidays will be with the Centre Colonels at Danville and from
that time on the Eastern quintet
will be quite- busy engaging other
KIAC teams in a long, hard basketball campaign which will terminate with the state tournament to
be held here February 25, 26 and 27.
On the whole, all Indications
point to a highly successful year*
for the Eastern basketeers—a year
even better than the last when they
won their last seven scheduledgames and defeated the Transylvania and Berea teams in the state
tourney only to lose In the finals
to the powerful Western Hilltoppers.
-O-

GRID PLAYERS
BE BANQUETED
Local Service Clubs Plan Dinner for Eastern and Madison Football Squads
AT

GLYNDON

DEC.

1

A testimonial mnquet to the
Eastern Teachers College and Madison High School football teams
will be given on Tuesday night, December 1, at the Olyndon hotel
with the three Richmond service
clubs as hosts.
The Richmond Exchange, Rotary,
and Lions clubs will sponsor the
affair, and the announcement Issued by club officials stated that
it will be Impossible to offer tickets
to the general public because of the
number of persons in the clubs, together with members of the squads
and those on the program will fill
the hotel main dining room.
Although complete program arrangements have not been made, It
was announced that Earle Combs,
former Eastern student and for 14
years a major league ball player,
will deliver the principal address.
Combs, who is at present at his
home in Madison county, Is employed as a coach with the New
York Yankees, the team with which
he played his entire major league
career.
Lieut.-Oov. Keen Johnson, editor
of the Richmond Register, will act
as toastmaster, and short talks, by
Rome Rankin, Eastern head coach;
Tom Samuels, Eastern line coach,
and A. L Lassiter, Madison head
coach, have been scheduled.
The service clubs, in staging the
"downtown" banquet for the teams,
will honor two ball clubs which
have Just concluded successful seasons.

__
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In order to avoid tojjury in the
filming of battle scenes In "The
Charge of the Light Brigade," actors
were equipped with rubber-tipped
**-'' lances and leather-sheathed swords.

.■■*-

STANIFERfi
Smart Styles

Dixie Dry Cleaners
Under New Management

ROBERT LONG, Prop.

*

Richmond, Ky.

Your Milestone Picture

FREE!

.

With Any of the Following Offers:
Two Large Photographs (8x10) in handsome $P.OO
folders. For
L
— **
-Or—
$C-0Q
One Large Photo and Three
4x6 photos
-----Or—
Six Medium Size Photographs (4x6) in folders
$C.OO
For
«*

'5

The McGaughey Studio
Phone 52

Third Street—Near Bus Station

The one gift your mother wUI appreciate more than anythinr else—your photofraph.
—'■

Monday, November 30, 1936
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the Y's UNION JINX
MAROONS LED . TheFrom
Y"s for the.past nine weeks
been doing excellent work In
OPPONENTS IN arehave
every way. Their mid-week vespers BROKEN BY
providing a breathing spell from
the students' other duties. Last
ALL PHASES Wednesday
12-6 SCORE
evening the vesper was
in charge of Dr. C. L. Breland of
Made Total of 127 Points to
47 for Opposition; Gained
2,227 Yards While
Foes Made 1,076

the Baptist church. The vesper
service is scheduled for every Wednesday evening at 6:15.

Maroons Pet Bulldogs for
Three Quarters Then Muzzle
The amateur night which was Them In Fourth; Lund
sponsored by the Y's recently
Again Stars in Scoring

proved to be one of the best programs of its kind ever staged on
LOSE EIGHT PLAYERS the campus. The proceeds of that UNION SCORES FIRST
program will go toward financing
the Xmas party for the unfortunate
Eastern's football team has Just children of Richmond.
By RAYMOND STIVERS
completed its most successful seaLed by the irrepressible and alson In history. A study of various
most Irresistible "Red"*" .Lund, the
statistics which have been comEastern Maroons defeated the
piled helps to show why the MaUnion Bulldogs by a score of. 12 to
roons have earned seven triumphs
6 to end the most successful season
against two defeats and why the
In the history of the college and'-to
break the Jinx that has kept themt
team made" the second best record
from defeating the Bulldogs In the
in the state.
The Rankinmen amassed a total Twenty-five Students and past 14 years.
After playing three scoreless quarof 127 points, to 46 for the oppoFaculty Members Go to ters. In which Eastern was held
ents, an average of 14.1 points per
after marching to the 3 and 10
game to 5.2 for their foes. The
Nashville for Program
yard lines, the Bulldogs touched off
Maroons scored 19 touchdowns
the scoring, featuring the longest
while allowing seven to be made
run of the game by Stafura, brilagainst them. Eastern made good IS
ANNUAL
AFFAIR liant
back.
11 of its tries for extra points and
Taking a 20 yard pass from Sulthe opposing teams connected
Stafuura raced 60 yards down
two times. Both Eastern and her
Twenty-five students from East- livan,
the
sideline
standing up.
opposition are credited with one ern Teachers College took part In The try for tothescore
extra point was
safety.
a Stephn Collins Poster broadcast wide. With less than
10 minutes reFigures show that the Maroons over WSM, Nashville, Friday night, maining to play, Eastern tied the
November
20.
The
program
was
made more first downs, gained more
score when Lund hurled a perfect
yardage, both by rushing and pass- one in the "Teachers College of the pass to Hatton in the end zone.
ing, tried and completed more Air" series, and was sponsored by Cummins' try for the extra point
passes, averaged more yards per Peabody College. This year is the was short, leaving the score still
kick, and recovered more fumbles third consecutive year that Eastern tied.
has participated in this series.
than the opposing elevens.
With less than four minutes to
The program consisted of a skit play, Everllng took Sullivan's punt
A list of certain statistics is
given below with regard to the concerning the actual story behind on the Bulldogs' 24 and, led by
Eastern and opposing gridiron some of Foster's songs and music Caldwell and Tarter, made it first
by a..men's quartet and solos by down on the 15. Lund's pass to
teams:
Eastern Op. Margaret Culton, Virginia Ruth Yeager was good for 5 yards, bringand Edwin Barnes. It was ing the ball to It the 10 and makFirst downs
/.. 77
47 Arnold
written by Miss Mary Murphy of ing It second and five. Lund's pass
Yards rushing
1506 756
to Everllng made It first down on
Yards passing
543 285 the Eastern Music Department and the
3. On the next play Lund
directed by the author with the asYards laterallng
178
35 sistance
lunged to the 1 yard line. Another
of
R.
R.
Richards
of
the
Total yards
2227 1076 Commerce Department.
try by Lund placed the pigskin over
Number of passes
90
75
goal line. The try for the extra
According to comments by the the
No. passes completed.. 47
31
point was completed, butl ruled voidNo. laterals
11
5 studio executives of WSM, the pro- The Maroons dominated every
No. laterals completed. 10
4 gram was one of the best of some angle of play throughout the game
Number of kicks
84
93 200 given by various colleges over except in scoring. The Union deAverage yards per kick 39.8 37 the air during the past two years. fense, not showing so well while In
No. yards penalized
175 265 Dr. A, L. Crabbe of Peabody intro- Eastern's territory, stiffened when
Fumbles
8
18 duced the speakers and singers and the Maroons threatened from the
Touchdowns
19
7 acted as host to the group.
3 yard line in the second quarter.
Extra points
11
3
Members of the quartet were as Regarded as one of the best passSafeties
1
1 follows: Norbert Rechtin, Charles ers In the state. Art Lund not only
Total points
127
47 Billerman, Jim Hart, Frank Wilcox, threw passes with deadly accuracy,
Eastern won all three of her Walter Holton, Teddy Gilbert, J. but ran and kicked as well. He was
games with non-Kentucky teams D. Tolbert, and Gordon Nash. by far the outstanding player on
and did not allow either of these Jane Olive Hendren was accom- the field. The Lund-Hatton combiteams to cross her goal line. She panist and Margaret Neale assist- nation tried seven passes, completwon for the first time in history ant. The speakers In the drama- ing one for a touchdown, two for
from three of her KIAC foes- tization were: Narrator, Leonard 35 yards each, and completed one
Georgetown,
Transylvania,
and Stafford: Stephen Foster, Jack Mc- on the sideline, which was ruled
Union.
Perhaps the Maroons Cord; Susan Pentand, Katherlne outside.
played their best brand of ball In Dameron; Jane, Virginia Arnold; The victory Saturday marked sevholding the strong Western eleven Margaret Rowan, Evelyn Long; en for the Maroons against two
to a seven-point margin and caus- Christy, Joe Meccia; Morrison Fos- defeats.
ing several Hilltoppers to admit ter, Donovan Cooper; Ike, Arthur The summary:
Union (6)
Klein; Knights of His Square Table, Eastern (12) Pos.
they were lucky to win.
McConnell
LE
Shoup
Rlckman
Powers,
Otwell
Rankin,
Although eight seniors, Lund,
Hagood
LT
Stringer j
Limb, Brtnton, Wallace, Tarter, and Harry Robinson.
L3
Melvtal
The group went down In. cars Lydey
Mavity, Oabbard, and O. King, will
Lacey
C
Morton
be lost to next year's squad, driven by members of the faculty Farris
RG
Faulkner
Coaches Ranklns and Samuels While at Nashville they were the Fulkerson
RT
Staper
guests
of
Peabody
College
and
were
should again produce a fine footLimb
RE
Thornton
entertained with a breakfast on
ball machine for Eastern.
Everllng
QB
Sullivan
The Eastern season record fol- Saturday morning. Many found it Lund
HB
Stafura
possible
to
visit
points
of
scenic
lows:
Caldwell
HB
Shrout
and
historic
Interest.
Faculty
memEastern 39; Mars Hill 0.
Tarter
FB
Miracle
bers
accompanying
the
group
were
Eastern 7; Franklin 0,
Mrs. Jane Murbach, Miss Mary Eastern substitutions — Hatton.
Eastern 34; Holbrook 0.
Murphy, Miss Francis McKlnney, Yeager, O. King, R. King, CumEastern 9 ; Louisville 6.
Mrs. J. D. Farris, N. G. Deniston, mins,'Byra, Wallace, Davis, FeinEastern 6; Georgetown 2.
W. C. Jones, T. C. Herndon, and stein, Hill.
Eastern 7; Morehead 19.
Scoring touchdowns — Hatton,
R. R. Richards*.
Eastern 13; Transylvania 6.
Lund, Stafura.
„
Eastern 0; Western 7.
Officials—Glib, Kentucky, referee;
Eastern 12; Union 6.
Hlckey, Lexington, umpire; Ernst,
Individual Scorers
Cincinnati, head linesman.

EASTERN ON
AIR OVER WSM

Everllng
Davis
Killen
Caldwell
Wallace
L. Limb
Hill

34
6
6
12
12
6
22

Lund
Yeager
Hatton
Jenkins
Cummins
Tarter
Lydey

6
6
12
7
4
1
1

TOPPERS EKE
OUT 70 WIN

Maroons, Headed by Triple
Threat Lund, Prove Stiff
Opposition "*■.*"'

FRANCE TOPIC Grange
With Art <Red) Lund—the Red
of Eastern—showing triplethreat power, and a second string
D0N0VANTALK line
displaying an unthought of defensive game, the Eastern Maroons
Tax on Windows and Doors in
Houses Cited as Unusual Levy

WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
Second Street

-"

FARMERS CONSERVE SOIL
France was the subject of discussion by Dr. H. L. Donovan, president of Eastern Kentucky State
Teachers College Monday morning
at the college assembly hour. This
was the first In a series of discussions of France and fifth in his
"Observations of a Traveler" series
about countries he visited this summer la a trip to Europe.
"Tht fight Is always on to
France," Dr. Donovan said, declaring that the fight Is for freedom
of the people. Since Napoleon's
time a tax on the windows and
doors of the people's homes has resulted in each home having only
one or two windows and one door,
he stated. This tax was In effect
untU the Blume government came
Into power, he said. Another unusual tax he named was the tax
on the number of wheels on a
wagon.
O
STUDENTS INJURED
]
Two Eastern students, BiU Stewart and Leonard Stafford, were Injured last week In an automobile
crash two miles from the river on
Lexington road.
Stafford, of Covlngton, sustained
a broken nose and a broken jawbone, besides the loss of four front
teeth. Stewart received a broken
nose and a painfully cut upper lip.
Stafford was removed to his home
for a few days, but will resume his
work at Eastern soon. Stewart has
continued his work despite his injuries.

^^^^^

closed their home gridiron season
Saturday, Nov. 14, by holding the
powerful Hilltoppers of Western
Teachers College to the smallest
score In the history of the annual
state classic. The score, which gave
the Anderson coached teachers a
7-0 victory, came early in the first
quarter, after an exchange of punts
had given them the ball on their
own 30 from where Geoorge Bibich
ran 21 yards to place the ball In
scoring position with Glenn Williams, fullback, going over for the
score. Reed place-kicked the extra
point.
From that time on the Hilltoppers had the toughest competition
that tney have faced this season.
The Rankinmen put up a stonewall
defense and many times pushed
deep Into Western territory with
Lund doing most of the rushing. He
gained ^more yards per try than any
man on the field, was in on fully
half the tackles and passed so
much and so accurately that both
his mates and Western were dizzy
from his effortsWestern, led by Bibich, Williams
and Thomas, piled up four first
downs in the last quarter against
none for the Maroons but did not
come close to scoring. In fact, their
only serious threat came to the
first period when they scored.
The Western team piled up thirteen first downs, six to the first,
two-in.the second, one to the third,
and four'in the final Eastern made
but two, both in the second. Western attempted seven passes and
completed four, none being intercepted. Eastern tossed eighteen,
Lund throwing them all, completed
two and had two intercepted.
The Hilltoppers were penalized
six times for a total of forty yards,
while the Maroons were charged
with only three penalties for fifteen yards.

We Specialize in All Kinds
of Beauty Culture and Permanent Waves.
Our Permanent Waves
Range from $3.50
to $10.00

Gloriette Beauty
Shop
Phone 881

H. M.

WHITTINGTON
—JEWELER—
For Gifts That Last
N. Second St.

"MEET THE GANG AT

Terrill's Restaurant
NEW 1937
DOUBLE BREASTED

Tuxedo „
$24-75
Men Get Ready for the
Holidays!

Arrow Shirts
$2.00
Berg Hats
$4.00
Phoenix Ties
55c
Cooper Sox
25c
Pioneer Braces
50c
Friendly Shoes
$5.00
Osborne Gloves
$1.50
Xmas Spats
.__98c
Roper Sweaters ___$3.9§
Melton Jackets .-.$5.98
Corduroy Pants ___$3.50

E. V. Elder
FLORSHEIM SHOES

%.

